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In studying circularity in the construction and demolition industry (CDI) in
the EU, five projects in selected EU countries were compared to assess how
the application of circularity achieved balance in the environment, social and
economic dimensions of sustainability. The selected projects using secondary
data based on a web search of these projects involved di�erent stages of the
circularity ladder, used diverse design principles, and focused on di�erent stages
of the construction life cycle, making them interesting comparators for applying
circularity in CDI. For strong sustainability to exist, there should be a balance
between the sustainability triptych covering environment, social and economic
dimensions which is often overlooked in many circular and sustainability projects
with an overemphasis on one dimension and disregard for another. Selected
indicators for the three dimensions included those found in environmental
impact and life cycle assessments for environmental criteria, social impact
assessments for social criteria and economic feasibility, and project appraisal and
evaluation reports for economic criteria. In weighting criteria, several methods
exist comprising subjective, objective, and integrated techniques. The robustness
of objective vs. subjectiveweights is rather debatable. The objective of the research
is to test di�erent weighting techniques using subjective and objective methods
to determine if di�erences in project rankings exist in terms of sustainability
balance. The ranking of projects and conclusions about best practices in the CDI
circular economy could be influenced by the weighting techniques used. As the
weighting of criteria could influence project outcomes, objectivity in weighting
is often advised. However, in this study, computational comparisons indicated
that subjective methods do not significantly di�er from objective ones that use
mathematical and statistical rigor. As such, subjective weighting methods still
conveniently capture credible and consistent results. Nonetheless, this should not
detract from e�orts to objectify weighting methods that lend more credence and
justification to scoring and ranking results.
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1. Introduction

In 1994, Elkington (1994) coined the phrase the triple bottom

line (TBL) to underscore sustainable business performance that

is measured in relation to its finances, its environmental impact,

and social responsibility. These TBL dimensions are often referred

to as the 3Ps for people (social), planet (environment), and

profits (economic), which became an accounting framework that

incorporates the three pillars of sustainability performance. Mulia

et al. (2016) maintained that an appropriate balance exists between

economic, environmental, and social outcomes. However, they

argue that the TBL model, as proposed by Elkington as shown

in Figure 1, shows a weak case for sustainability as only a

small intersection of the overlapping circles of the sustainability

dimensions represents the possibility of this balance. Other authors

developed alternative stronger sustainability versions of the TBL

like the adjacent circles model by Adams (2006) and the concentric

circles model byMitchell (2000) to starkly contrast with theMickey

Mouse model of Peet (2009) where the economic dimension

dominates, and the environmental and social dimensions are the

peripheral ears.

The debate on what makes weak and strong sustainability

is further explored by Hediger (2006) and Dietz and Neumayer

(2007), which centers on the substitutability between natural and

physical capital and their implications for sustainability. Even

in studies on corporate social responsibility (CSR) and financial

performance which are often taken as a proxy indicator for the

economic dimension of TBL, there is a perceived neglect of

one of the dimensions. A meta-analysis conducted by Alshehhi

et al. (2018) noted that CSR is mostly about the social element

of sustainability and has nothing to do with the environmental

and economic dimensions and that “the competition between

the dimensions of sustainability” needed to be synthesized into a

holistic framework. An interesting trend, though, observed in their

literature survey was the shift toward corporate performance with a

social–environmental combination, although overlooking this time

economic sustainability.

The problem of equalizing the sustainability triptych of

environment, social and economic dimensions is nowhere

showcased than in rating the success of circularity projects

using multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). The robustness

of objective vs. subjective weighting techniques for sustainability

criteria for each of the three dimensions leads to questions about

whether substantial differences exist in the scoring and ranking

of projects to determine best practices. In studying circularity

in the construction and demolition industry (CDI) in the EU,

five projects in selected member countries were compared to

assess how the application of circularity achieved balance in the

sustainability dimensions. All projects involved different stages of

the circularity ladder; used diverse design principles; and focused

on different stages of the construction life cycle, making them

interesting subjects for comparison in terms of applying circularity

in CDI. The objective of this research is to determine if rankings

of the project according to balancing the sustainability dimensions

would alter and substantially affect conclusions about best practices

if different weighting methods using objective and subjective

techniques were employed. The study was motivated by previous

research conducted on the same projects1 that led to doubts about

project ranking results due to the use of subjective weights. This

would benefit policymakers and especially project evaluators in

determining success in achieving balanced sustainability in circular

projects, which oftentimes lack measurable parameters needed in

developing objective weights.

In succeeding chapters, a brief literature review will be

conducted on the interplay between sustainability, circularity, and

corporate social responsibility (CSR), followed by a review of

several methods comprising subjective and objective techniques in

MCDA. The article proceeds with a discussion of the sustainability

indicators used as criteria for the three dimensions and the actual

calculation of the weighted scoring of the selected projects using

different techniques. Finally, a review of the results is presented.

2. Literature review

The evaluation of selected projects in terms of their

sustainability impacts will be conducted in terms of typical

environmental, social, and economic indicators that represent

criteria to be weighted and scored to determine project success

in achieving balance in the three dimensions. The topics to be

reviewed in this section will first cover the link between CSR,

sustainability, and circularity and their application to CDI. This

is followed by a survey of subjective and objective weighting

techniques for MCDA. Finally, the literature review covers the

criteria or indicators used in three dimensions to be used in

evaluating project success in achieving balance in sustainability.

2.1. Circularity, sustainability, and CSR

There is no universal definition of CE based on literature

surveys of De Angelis (2018) and Sillanpää and Ncibi (2019),

although a global definition of circularity awaits consensus. The

difficulty of finding a clear definition is attributed to the concept

of CE being intertwined with sustainable development, CSR, and

business models. While the former survey looks for common

principles of CE found from originators in the various disciplines

of economics,2 industrial ecology,3 biomimicry,4 architecture,5

and management,6 the latter work decries the limited attention

to the social dimension to complete the triptych of sustainable

1 See Dytianquin et al. (2019) as published in IPO with

doi: 10.1088/1755-1315/855/1/012017.

2 See Boulding (1966), Mäler (1974), Tietenberg (1984), Pearce and Turner

(1990), and Daly (1992).

3 See Frosch and Gallopoulos (1989), Allenby (1992), Chertow (2000),

Bringezu (2003), Wells and Seitz (2005), Linton et al. (2007), Lifset and Boons

(2012), and Bloomsma and Brennan (2017).

4 The study of innovative solutions in nature and natural processes. See

Benyus (2002), Kennedy (2007), Marshall and Lozeva (2009), Habib (2011),

Das et al. (2015), and Green et al. (2015).

5 See Stahel (1986), Lyle (1994), and McDonough and Braungart (2002).

6 See Lovins et al. (1999), Hawken et al. (2000), and Pauli (2010).
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FIGURE 1

Triple bottom line models. SOC, social; ENV, environmental; ECO, economic. Source: Adapted from Mulia et al. (2016).

development (economy–environment–social) and CSR’s three P’s

(people, planet, and profit).

Both above-mentioned surveys use themetaphors of spaceships

and sailboats, dating back the conceptualization of CE to Boulding

(1966) publication allegorizing a closed economy as a spaceship

with limited, finite resources subsisting on waste conversion. The

sailboat analogy, in turn, refers to Ellen MacArthur, for whom

a foundation for circularity was created. She circumnavigated

the world in 2004 in record time, alluding to her boat as her

world, requiring minimum resources to make the boat lighter

and faster, hence just relying on available supplies to avoid

unnecessary stops for restocking. It was in 1990, though, when

the word CE was formally introduced by Pearce and Turner

(1990), describing the path for economic growth within ecological

limits. The early academic writings on CE resembled those

of closed-loop supply chains described in industrial ecology,

although focusing more on technical and engineering rather than

business perspectives.

De Angelis (2018) further explored the link between CE and

business models. A circular business model is one that combines

notions of value proposition, value creation and delivery, and

value capture within the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015)’s

ReSOLVE7 framework, which stand for measures needed to

innovate business models according to CE principles. Rizos et al.

(2017) summarize multiplied CE definitions and interpretations,

as found in Supplementary material 1. Evident from the surveys

is that CE is conveniently juxtaposed against the alternative linear

economy that is often characterized as a “take-make-use-dispose”

paradigm, as shown in Figure 2. What is common among the

different CE constructs is the idea of closing the loop, which means

the disposal stage at the end feeds back into the production system

to create circularity. Thus, the final stage of waste disposal is linked

to the concept of circularity, as it is waste that is looped back.

Grant et al. (2017) developed a hierarchy of waste management

that comprises the stages of circularity shown in Figure 3. Reduce

means using fewer resources. Reuse involves using a product or

some parts that can be shared, refurbished (restoring a product to

good condition but not comparable to brand new), repaired (fixing

a fault that made the product inoperable), or remanufactured

7 REgenerate, Share, Optimize, Loop, Virtualize, and Exchange.

(replacing worn, non-functional product, or component to “like

new” or “better than new” condition, hence upcycling). Recycle

refers to product recovery, where waste is separated into materials

that may be reprocessed or fitted into new products. Recover is

creating energy from waste that cannot be reused or recycled and

hence, incinerated. Disposal, in turn, is the final destination for

waste as a landfill, which may be problematic when materials are

toxic or non-biodegradable. In this framework, waste prevention is

preferable to waste disposal.

Kirchherr et al. (2017), Ghisellini et al. (2018), and Potting et al.

(2018) extend the hierarchy to comprise more Rs (Refuse, Rethink,

Reduce, Reuse, Repair, Refurbish, Remanufacture, Repurpose,

Recycle, and Recover), as shown in Figure 4, as a more

comprehensive construct.

De Groene Zaak (2015) amended this hierarchy and

introduced a circularity ladder that probes into the environmental

sustainability of different CE business models. A distinction is

made between product life extension and sharing models and

resource recovery business models. The former potentially reduces

the amount of waste generated by slowing resource loops and

funneling resource flows, whereas the latter simply diverts existing

waste toward material and energy recovery. Compared to the

waste hierarchy model, which ranks waste management options

according to environmental impacts associated with the end-of-life

phase, the circularity ladder takes into account the environmental

impact of the entire product life cycle. The circularity ladder is

depicted in Figure 5.

2.2. Circularity in the construction and
demolition industry

The EU Action Plan on the Circular Economy (EU

Commission, 2015) formalized the EU mandate for member

states to transit toward a CE in line with the EU’s commitment to

reach the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030. A

CE at the EU level is envisioned to (i) protect businesses against

scarcity of resources and accompanying price volatility, hence

generating innovative and sustainable competitive advantages; (ii)

save energy and avoid irreversible damages caused by resource
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FIGURE 2

Circular vs. Linear economy. Source: Adapted from De Angelis (2018, p. 21).

usage exceeding the planet’s renewal capacity; and (iii) create

business opportunities into more efficient ways of producing

and consuming, thereby creating local jobs, fostering skills and

promoting social cohesion and integration. CE, in summary,

cuts across many EU common policies and priority areas from

energy and the environment, food safety and quality, farming, and

sustainable agriculture to social cohesion, research and innovation,

and entrepreneurship and promotion of small and medium

enterprises (SMEs).

Several sectors were targeted in the EU CE action plan. The

priority sectors that were identified were plastics, food waste,

critical raw materials, construction and demolition, and biomass

and bio-based products. This article will focus on the application

of circularity in the CDI, which became a priority area since

the industry has the largest waste stream by volume based on

Wahlström et al. (2020), contributing 839 million tons based on

2018 EU-wide data. This represented 36% of all waste in the

EU, as shown in Figure 6, with a breakdown by member state

illustrated in Figure 7. Most of the CDI waste, however, ends up

in incinerators for energy production or as down cycled content

for road surfaces despite its enormous potential for recycling and

reuse, hence “closing the loop”. Earlier, CDI was a target for the EU

energy policy regarding its operational efficiency in energy usage.

2.3. Weighting methods for multi-criteria
decision analysis

The main objective of MCDA is to furnish decision-

makers with tools enabling the selection of solutions to a

multi-criteria decision problem involving conflicting criteria.

FIGURE 3

Hierarchy of waste management. Source: Adapted from Grant et al.
(2017, p. 183).

Several MCDA methods are used by researchers according

to Zardari et al. (2015) such as analytic hierarchy process

(AHP), analytic network process (ANP), ELECTRE,8 GP

(goal programming), MACBETH,9 MAUT,10 MAVT,11

8 Elimination and choice translating reality which is the English translation

of the French acronym.

9 Measuring attractiveness by a categorical based evaluation TECHnique.

10 Multi-attribute utility theory.

11 Multi-attribute value theory.
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FIGURE 4

The R’s of the circular economy. Source: Adapted from Potting et al. (2018).

PROMETHEE,12 TOPSIS,13 and WSM (Weighted Sum

Model). These methods fall into three categories based on

similar principles, namely: (i) multiple attribute theory,

(ii) outranking methods, and (iii) interactive methods. In

these MCDA methods, transparency, the complexity of

calculations, and cost considerations influence the choice

of method.

The simplest and most popular MCDA method is the WSM,

or what Ginevicius and Podvezko (2005) called the simple additive

weighting (SAW) method. Triantaphyllou and Mann (1989)

expressed the WSM as follows: AWSM = maxi
∑N

j=1 aijwj, where

AWSM is the WSM score of the best alternative, N is the number of

criteria, aij is the actual value of the ith alternative in terms of the

jth criterion, and wj is the weight of importance of the jth criterion.

Assuming additive utility, the total value of each alternative equates

to the sum of products given in the expression. This restriction in

WSM is later modified in the weighted product method (WPM),

where the main difference is the use of multiplication, making

the calculation dimensionless by eliminating units of measure.

Triantaphyllou and Mann (1989) further explained the WPM as

calculated using the formula: R
(

AK
AL

)

=
∏N

j=1 (
AKj

ALj
)
wj
, where N, aij ,

and wj are the same as in WSM and AK and AL are alternatives

or options being considered by the decision-maker. The values

of R
(

AK
AL

)

will either be less than, equal to, or exceeding unity,

12 Preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation.

13 Technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution.

where the latter case indicates that alternative AK is superior to

alternative AL. If all alternatives are lined up on this scaling, the

best or superior alternative is the one that has the highest value for

R
(

AK
AL

)

. Hence, instead of actual values, relative ones are used as

follows:
aKj
aLj

=

aKj
∑N

i=1 aKi
aLj

∑N
i=1 aLi

=
a′Kj
a′Lj

, where ajs are actual values and a′js

are relative values.

In this study, the WSM approach is used as the scoring system

since it is methodologically similar to AHP developed by Saaty

(1980). As illustrated and mathematically proven in Triantaphyllou

and Mann (1989), AHP will “tend to behave like the WSM as

the number of alternatives increases.” By testing the AHP, WSM,

and WPM methods, the authors found that when converted into

percentages, the WPM was inapplicable due to the occurrence of

zeros and hence the problem of division by zeros, and the WSM

yielded the most reliable results.

All these MCDA approaches are traditionally grouped into

quantitative and qualitative methods. In qualitative methods,

the decision maker employs verbal analysis in selecting the

best alternative from several available options and ranks them

in descending order of significance. The extent to which the

alternatives differ often requires the complicated task of rating the

alternatives, especially if a sufficient amount of criteria exists on

a particular characteristic, thus requiring the use of quantitative

methods to determine the best option.

When using quantitative methods, the influence of specific

criteria depends on the weights of the criteria. Vinogradova et al.
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FIGURE 5

The circularity ladder. Source: Adapted from De Groene Zaak (2015).

FIGURE 6

Waste generation by economic activity and households EU-27,
2018. Source: Eurostat (online data code: env_wasgen).

(2018) described the criteria weights as expressing the significance

and influence on the evaluation results. These criteria weights can

be subjective, objective, and integrated based on classifications by

several MCDA authors.14 The main objective of the weighting

method is to assign cardinal or ordinal values to different criteria

to indicate their relative importance in the choice decision.

Subjective weights are based on estimates that decision-makers

assign, normally influenced by their preferences. Objective weights,

in turn, are obtained throughmathematical methods, and decision-

makers have no role in determining the relative importance of

the criteria. The integrated weighting method combines subjective

and objective weights that involve multiplication and additive

synthesis (Zardari et al., 2015), where the principle is to integrate

subjective weights based on opinion and objective weights that

are mathematically processed information gathered from the

criteria data.

Zardari et al. (2015) and Odu (2019) surveyed the different

weighting methods used in MCDA. They compared these

weighting methods in determining preference for each criterion in

terms of desirable properties that satisfy a performance measure.

These weighting techniques are summarized in Table 1.

In this study, selected subjective weighting methods such as

point allocation, direct rating, ranking, pairwise comparison, and

Delphi methods will be used. For objective weighting methods,

14 See Belton and Stewart (2002), Ginevicius and Podvezko (2005), Wang

et al. (2009), Zarghami and Szidarovszky (2011), Stanujkic et al. (2013), Zardari

et al. (2015), Guarini et al. (2018), Vinogradova et al. (2018), Odu (2019),

Randelović et al. (2020), and Keshavarz-Ghoarbaee et al. (2021).
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FIGURE 7

Per capita waste generation in the EU-27 (in kg), 2018. Source: Eurostat (online data code: env_wasgen).

TABLE 1 Classification of weighting methods.

Subjective
weighting
methods

Objective
weighting
methods

Integrated
weighting
methods

Weighting methods

Point allocation Entropy method Multiplication synthesis

Direct rating CRITIC methoda Additive synthesis

Ranking method Mean weight Optimal method based

on sum of squares

Pairwise

comparison (AHP)

Standard deviation Optimal weighting based

on relational coefficient

of graduation

Ratio method

Swing method

Delphi method

Nominal group

technique

SMART methodb

aCriteria importance through inter-criteria correlation. bSimple multi-attribute ranking

technique. Source: Odu (2019, p. 1451).

only the mean weight and CRITIC methods will be measured as

the other objective techniques needed more raw information that

was not available or accessible from which standard deviations or

variances could be calculated. These methods will be described in

the Research Methodology section.

2.4. Environmental, economic, and social
indicators

The construction and demolition industry has a pivotal role to

play in sustainable development, as noted by Zabihi et al. (2012),

Zhang et al. (2014), Yilmaz and Bakis (2015), and Zavadskas et al.

(2018) requiring integration of technological, economic, social and

environmental benefits. Following the TBL paradigm of sustainable

development in the circular economy, the following part of the

literature review will explain the indicators to be used to weigh

and score the three sustainability dimensions. These indicators are

typically used in environmental and social impact assessments, life

cycle assessments, and economic technical and feasibility studies,

forming the criteria used in MCDA performed for this research.

Ortiz-de-Monetllano and van deMeer (2022) meanwhile suggested

that circularity indicators should differentiate between circularity

processes (the 9 R’s) and circularity impacts (the three sustainability

dimensions).

2.4.1. Environmental impact
Singh et al. (2016) describe the common tools used to assess

the environmental impact of projects, which are: environmental

impact assessment (EIA), ecological footprint (EF), and life cycle

assessment (LCA). Performed usually during the planning stage

of a project, an EIA identifies and predicts the impact on

the environment and outlines mitigation measures to eradicate

negative effects of the project on the environment such as carbon

or greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water use, energy demand,

solid waste, exposure to hazardous and toxic materials, and other

forms of pollution. In Yijun et al. (2011), the CE theory is applied

to EIA. On the other hand, EF, based on the Global Footprint

Network,15 was introduced in the 1990s to measure how much

resources, especially from nature, are consumed and how much

waste is generated, hence accounting for the demand for and

supply of natural resources. On the demand side, EF aggregates

all productive areas for which consumers, society, or a given

product compete, hence measuring the ecological assets required

by users to produce the natural resources they consume and to

15 See https://www.footprintnetwork.org/.
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absorb its waste, specifically carbon emissions. On the supply side,

EF measures the bio-capacity or productivity of ecological assets

to absorb the waste that an economy generates. The third tool,

LCA, is an international standardized methodology for accounting

for the environmental footprint of a product or service within

the requirements of ISO 14040 and 14044, as cited by OECD

(2019). LCA involves data collection on inputs (resources) and

outputs (emissions and waste) that constitute inventory analysis,

which gets translated into indicators of environmental, health,

and resource availability impacts leading to some quantification of

an environmental load of products or services throughout their

lifetime. Ortiz et al. (2009) review research conducted on LCA in

the construction and building sector. Haupt and Hellweg (2019)

developed a framework for measuring environmental sustainability

in a CE that measures the environmental value retained by

circular products through the different circularity stages. The

list of environmental criteria or indicators to be used for the

selected projects and their respective definitions are shown in

Supplementary material 3.

2.4.2. Economic impact
Rizos et al. (2017) describe the economic effects of CE

as generating employment in the recycling business. However,

caution should be placed on net employment as there are also

jobs that get displaced by CE, especially in sectors involved in

the production of primary extractive materials. Other economic

effects cited in Hysa et al. (2020) are trade effects in terms

of exports of new recycled materials coupled with reduction

of imports of primary materials; value chain multiplier effects

in terms of input purchases and delivery channels as well as

cross-value chain cooperation; changes in consumption usage

and demand patterns; higher value-added and greater residual

values at the end of life of buildings; increase in investments

in innovations and new technologies related to recycling and

remanufacturing; and savings on building maintenance costs.

While most circular projects in the built environment are

subsidized, the potential for self-financing is important for

replicating similar CE projects. Otherwise, these become reliant on

the availability of subsidies. The economic indicators are found in

Supplementary material 4.

2.4.3. Social impact
Padilla-Rivera et al. (2020) surveyed how social aspects have

been considered and incorporated in CE. They suggested thematic

areas in terms of labor practices and decency of work, human

rights, society, and product responsibility. The social impact

of CE concerns mostly stakeholder participation, as shown by

Persson and Olander (2004) and Bal et al. (2013), but social

impact assessments suggest other indicators relating to income

equality, cultural diversity, involuntary settlement, gender and

race disparities; social cohesion and inclusion, and preservation

of cultural heritage as outlined in IDB (2018). The social

life cycle assessment (S-LCA) by UNEP (2009) also covers

socio-economic aspects along the life cycle of products and

services that directly affects stakeholders positively or negatively.

However, many of these indicators overlap with economic and

environmental indicators such as local employment, supplier

relationships, health, and consumer and worker safety. In this

article, these overlapping indicators were used in the economic

impact instead of social. The social indicators are listed in

Supplementary material 5.

3. Research methodology

3.1. Selection of EU projects for
comparison

The selection criteria for the choice of projects involves the

following: (1) the location of the project inside the EU member

states; (2) the availability of data in terms of project description,

interim or final assessments as cited by official websites of the

project sponsors, social media including architectural digests and

magazines, or industry associations; (3) capacity for expedient

comparative analysis in line with the requirements of sustainable

development in the CDI although no selection criteria were

made for the type of building (whether residential or public

or commercial). The countries chosen for this study were the

Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, and Denmark. Figure 6

shows that on a per capita basis, these countries were among the

top 10 waste producers in Western Europe, with the Netherlands

ranking fourth16; Belgium, sixth; France, seventh; Germany, eighth;

and Denmark, ninth.

Supplementary material 6 describes the projects, which

are namely; (1) the Superlocal project in the Netherlands

(Figure 7); (2) the Circular Retrofit Lab (CRL) project in Belgium

(Supplementary material 8); (3) Open-Air Library in Germany

(Supplementary material 9); (4) Rehafutur Engineer’s House

project in France (Supplementary material 10); and (5) Upcycle

Studios in Denmark (Supplementary material 11).

The key points of the projects are as follows: (1) the

Superlocal project is distinct for dismounting a whole apartment

studio hull and moving it to a new site which is a feature of

designing for disassembly, and for developing stackable instead

of cemented bricks to facilitate disassembly at the end of life for

reuse; (2) the Circular Retrofit Lab is prominent for designing

for adaptability with reversible solutions being brainstormed by

stakeholders including architecture students, contractors, and

product manufacturers; (3) the Open-Air Library stands out

as a community project from its design using donated beer

crates and reused façade of a historic warehouse as construction

materials, and reclaiming an unused abandoned industrial site

for the project; (4) the Rehafutur Engineer’s House exemplifies

the selection of materials experimenting on use of natural or

biological resources for insulation while preserving the cultural

heritage of a UNESCO site; and (5) the Upcycle Studios showcases

the use of upcycled materials from construction debris, careful

segregation of toxic from non-toxic elements and designing for

adaptability where functionality of space is flexed between housing

and business configurations.

16 After Finland, Luxembourg, and Sweden.
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TABLE 2 Scoring system of the selected projects.

Score Description

0 The criteria are not addressed or do not exist for the project (e.g.,

gender equality)

1 The criteria were just an external effect of the project but were not

originally intended or were just included to show the

sustainability dimension was addressed (e.g., creation of an

adjacent business) or have a negative effect on the indicator (e.g.,

reliance on subsidy)

2 The criteria exist in the project but not clear as to whether it was

intentionally designed or is just a side effect or whether this was

indeed achieved even if intended in the absence of final impact

assessments (e.g., creating jobs in upstream activities)

3 The criteria were addressed but only in the process of

construction or demolition (e.g., using cranes to prevent frequent

transport of materials to save on emissions) or have limited reach

(e.g., only a few internal stakeholders were involved)

4 The criteria were intended and designed as dominant project

objective and are seen in the final product, hence has long-term

duration (i.e., the construction building)

Source: Adapted from Dytianquin et al. (2019).

3.2. Methodology for comparing project
sustainability dimensions

3.2.1. Choice of criteria
To compare the selected EU projects on the three

dimensions of sustainability, a qualitative approach of

MCDA was used where criteria for each sustainability

dimension were ranked by importance. Then projects

were scored based on each criterion used for assessing the

impacts of the three dimensions. The criteria used were

chosen based on indicators discussed in Section 2.4 of

the article.

3.2.2. Scoring of the projects
To make the impact of different weighting methods on the

results comparable, the scoring system of the projects has to

be standardized. All indicators of each sustainability dimension

are scored from 0 to 4 with 4 indicating the highest using a

Likert scale. The higher the score, the more the project addresses

the sustainability yardstick of the sustainability dimension. The

scale allows some range that is not too close to if only three

scores were used and will prevent the error of central tendency

or choosing the middle score. The scoring system is shown in

Table 2.

The scores are then multiplied by the weights of the indicators

for each dimension and then summed up to get the total

score for the project for that sustainability dimension. The

weighted total scores for the three dimensions of a project are

then averaged with equal weights for each dimension since the

objective is to obtain balance. Based on the average weighted

scores, the projects are then ranked from 1 to 5 as there are

five projects, with 1 being the best practice or most balanced

project in terms of sustainability/circularity, hence obtaining the

first position.

3.2.3. Subjective weighting methods
As this article is about the impact of weighting methods,

five subjective weighting methods will be used—point allocation,

equal weighting, direct rating, ranking, pairwise comparison, and

Delphi methods.

The point allocation method involves assigning numbers to

the criteria that sum up to 100 points, which implies that

the weights are easy to normalize. The more points assigned

to a criterion signify its relative importance. However, the

method loses precision as the number of criteria exceeds six.

Supplementary material 7 shows the results for the projects using

the point allocation method.

In the direct rating method, the decision maker ranks all the

criteria according to importance on an ordinal scale. Often the

numbers 1–5, 1–7, or 1–10 are used for the importance, which

can be altered without adjusting the weight of another criterion

as normalization rules require. In this study, the importance of

the criteria in each sustainability dimension was ranked from 1

to 3 where 3 is the highest, depending on whether the criteria

are a necessary and sufficient condition to produce the required

sustainability effect. A necessary condition must be present for

an event to occur, while sufficiency establishes conditions that

will produce the event. A necessary condition must be present

but it alone does not provide sufficient cause for the event to

occur. According to Dul (2015), a necessary condition allows

an outcome to exist, whereas a sufficient condition ensures and

produces the outcome. The author uses the analogy of a high

score on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) test for a

student to enter graduate school (the outcome) where an adequate

score is necessary for the outcome but not sufficient as other

admission requirements such as a good motivation letter, TOEFL

score, recommendation letter, and evidence of student performance

and grades, are required. However, a low GRE score would

certainly not lead to admission independent of how the student

performs on the other requirements. A sustainability criterion

is a 3 if it is both necessary and sufficient to produce the

sustainability effect, a 2 if it is sufficient but not necessary,

and a 1 if it is necessary but not sufficient. The results of

the direct rating method applied to the projects are shown in

Supplementary material 8.

The ranking method is similar to the direct rating method

except that the ranks are normalized by dividing by the sum of

all the ranks. Roszkowska (2013) described three approaches to

calculating weights using the ranking method—the rank sum, rank

exponent, and rank reciprocal. The rank-sum formula is given as:

wj (RS) =
n−rj+1

∑n
k=1 n−rk+1

=
2(n+1−rj)

n(n+1)
where rj is the rank of the jth

criterion, j= 1,2. . . .,n.

The rank exponent method is a generalized version of the

rank-sum method. The numerator and denominator in the rank-

sum method formula are raised to an exponential parameter ρ

representing the weight of the most important criterion according

to the decision maker. This is expressed as follows: wj (RE) =

(n−rj+1)ρ
∑n

k=1 (n−rk+1)ρ
. In Table 3, Roszkowska (2013) shows how weight

distributions become steeper as the exponential ρ is raised to n= 5.

The third method, called the reciprocal or inverse weight method,

uses the reciprocal of the ranks by dividing each term by the sum

of the reciprocals, as shown in the following formula: wj (RR) =
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TABLE 3 Weight distributions of rank exponent method.

Rank 0 0.5 1 2 3 … 10

1 0.20 0.27 0.33 0.45 0.56 . . . 0.90

2 0.20 0.24 0.27 0.29 0.29 . . . 0.10

3 0.20 0.21 0.2 0.16 0.12 . . . 0.00

4 0.20 0.17 0.13 0.08 0.03 . . . 0.00

5 0.20 0.11 0.07 0.02 0.00 . . . 0/00

Sum 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Source: Adapted from Roszkowska (2013).

1
rj

∑n
k=1

(

1
rk

) . Supplementary materials 9–11 show the results of the

ranking method using the rank-sum, rank exponent, and rank

reciprocal methods.

According to Zardari et al. (2015), the pairwise comparison is

an old psychometric technique that is a well-developed method of

ordering criteria. As the name suggests, it involves comparing each

criterion against every other criterion in pairs with the number of

comparisons (Cp) determined by: Cp =
n(n−1)

2 with n being the

number of criteria. Calculating weights using pairwise comparisons

entails three steps: The first is developing a matrix of criteria with

their intensity values where the diagonals are 1, the upper triangular

matrix are paired comparative rankings using Saaty (1987) ordinal

scale, and the lower triangular matrix are reciprocal values of the

upper triangular. This means that if criterion i was assigned a

number to it compared to criterion j, the latter has the reciprocal

value when compared to i. The rankings of pairs are based on the

AHP developed by Saaty17 using his table of importance, as shown

in Table 4.

The second step involves calculating the criteria weights, also

known as principal eigenvectors, by taking the geometric mean

of each row (i.e., taking the nth root of the number of criteria),

as suggested in Dean (2022) following Saaty (2001), and which

are then normalized into a resulting new column of the pairwise

correlation matrix. Another method suggested by Zardari et al.

(2015) and Odu (2019) is to sum the values in each column,

dividing each element by the column total and dividing the sum

of the normalized scores for each row by the number of criteria,

which yields a priority vector.

The third step computes a consistency ratio (CR) where a

value lower than 0.1 indicates a reasonable level of consistency in

the pairwise comparisons and larger than 0.1 indicate inconsistent

judgments. As outlined in Odu (2019), a consistency check involves

the following three steps: (a) multiplying each value in the pairwise

comparisons matrix by the respective criteria weight or eigenvector

to obtain a priority vector; (b) the products of the priority vector

and pairwise matrix in step a) generate elements of λmax which

is needed to calculate the consistency index (CI) solved as CI =

λmax−n
n−1 , where n denotes the number of criteria. Then, the random

index (RI) taken from Saaty (1980) is used, as shown in Table 5, to

locate the number of criteria. The consistency ratio (CR) is the ratio

between the CI and RI, i.e., CR =
CI
RI where the hurdle value is 0.10,

which indicates that the pairwise comparisons are consistent.

17 See Saaty (1987), Saaty (2004), and Saaty (2008).

TABLE 4 Saaty’s AHP scale.

Intensity of
importance on
an absolute
scale

Definition Explanation

1 Equal importance Two activities contribute

equally to the objective

3 Moderate importance

of one over another

Experience and

judgment strongly favor

one activity over another

5 Essential or strong

importance

Experience and

judgment strongly favor

one activity over another

7 Very strong importance An activity is strongly

favored and its

dominance

demonstrated in practice

9 Extreme importance The evidence favoring

one activity over another

is of the highest possible

order of affirmation

2,4,6,8 Intermediate values

between the two

adjacent judgments

When compromise is

needed

Reciprocals If activity i has one of the above numbers assigned

to it when compared with activity j, then j has the

reciprocal value when compared with i.

Rationals Ratios arising from the scale. If consistency were

to be forced by obtaining n numerical values to

span the matrix

Source: Saaty (1987, p. 163).

Given these AHP scales, Supplementary material 12 shows the

pairwise comparisons using the geometric mean approach for

the selected projects, while Supplementary material 13 shows the

calculations of the pairwise comparisons needed to measure the

consistency ratios found in Supplementary material 14. Based on

the last table, all criteria used for the three sustainability dimensions

passed the hurdle of 10% for consistency of pairwise comparisons

with the environment, economic and social indicators obtaining

9.7, 9.4, and 8.1%, respectively.

The Delphi method is another subjective method involving the

selection of experts as participants to give their view on the weights

to be accorded each criterion. The weights are then either voted

upon or averaged out to reach a synthesis of the final weights to be

used to evaluate the criteria. For this weighting method, a survey

was passed on to engineers of the Zuyd’s Research Center for Smart

Urban Redesign, to which five faculty members responded. So as

not to prejudice the weightings given by the experts, the project

descriptions were not attached, and the questions asked the weights

engineers would typically give to the different environmental,

economic, and social criteria. The results of the weighting using this

method are shown in Supplementary material 15.

3.2.4. Objective weighting methods
Themean weight method is the simplest method as it distributes

the weights equally without any preference shown by the decision

maker. Roszkowska (2013) states that when there is no knowledge

about weights, then the weights are represented by a uniform
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TABLE 5 Saaty’s random index table.

Random Index (RI)

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

RI 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.58

Source: Adapted from Saaty (1980).

probability density function where the expected value is centroid

(center of mass) of the line with coordinates (½, ½) such that

w1 (EW) = w2 (EW) =. The following weight formula is thus used

called themean weight: wj (EW) = 1
n where j= 1,2,. . . , n. Again, as

the number of criteria increases to ten or more, the weights become

diminutive. The results of applying the equal weighting method to

the selected projects are shown in Supplementary material 16.

Another objective weightingmethod used for this study was the

CRITIC method. CRITIC involves the use of correlation analysis

to reveal contrasts between criteria. A matrix of rj’s is first created

containing ideally the raw data of all n alternatives, although

Zardari et al. (2015) used scores of the alternatives to comprise the

rj matrix. The standard deviation of each vector of rj’s is calculated

to represent the contrast intensity of the corresponding criterion.

A symmetric matrix of dimension m x m is then created with

rows and columns corresponding to each criterion. The correlation

coefficients of each element of the matrix are denoted as ljk is then

calculated where the values denote the discordancy of the scores of

a pair of criteria (i.e., the lower, themore discordant). Then, another

matrix denoted as
∑m

k=1 1− ljk containing the ljk’s subtracted

from 1 is generated and then summed up to measure the conflict

created by criterion j with another criterion k with respect to the

decision situation defined by the rest of the criteria. The amount

of information denoted by Cj is then measured by multiplying

each standard deviation calculated earlier (σj) by the conflict

matrix, hence: Cj = σj
∑m

k=1 1− ljk. A higher value of Cj signifies

that more information is transmitted by the respective criterion,

which is relatively important for decision-making. The objective

weights for each criterion are finally derived by normalizing the

resulting vector of Cj’s to unity, i.e., wj = Cj

[
∑m

k=1 Ck

]−1
.

The results of applying the CRITIC method are illustrated in

Supplementary material 17 using themetrics needed for calculating

the objective weights shown in Supplementary material 18.

The other objective criteria methods could not be applied due

to a lack of information. For example, data on actual carbon

emitted or residual values, or actual jobs created are not available

for all or most of the projects. Thus, only the results of the mean

weight method and CRITIC among the objective techniques can

be measured.

4. Research findings

The rankings of the selected projects are normally affected

by the weighting methods used in the scoring of the criteria. In

this case, several environmental, economic, and social indicators

were scored to determine the best-ranking project on CDI that

balances the sustainability triptych or triple bottom line (TBL). A

mixture of subjective and objective weighting methods was tested

using a standard scoring system for comparability and consistency

to determine if the weighting procedure influences the project

rankings. For the study, seven subjective methods and two objective

methods were tested. Table 6 shows a comparison of the weighting

methods on the ranking of the five EU projects.

The results show that the average project rankings for both

subjective and objective weighting methods were similar, with the

French project taking the lead, followed by the Belgian, Dutch, and

Danish projects, and trailing last is the German project. The results

are consistent for both objective weighting methods but vary a bit

in the ranking for the second to fourth slots depending on the

subjective weighting method used. However, there was consistency

in the rankings for the first and last spots for all subjective weighting

methods, which in this case are the Rehafutur House (French) and

Open-Air Library (German) projects, respectively.

By sustainability dimension shown in Table 7, the Circular

Retrofit Lab ranked first overall for the environment using the

average rankings for both subjective and objective weighting

techniques, followed by Rehafutur House. However, the latter

ranked first in the subjective weighting methods. The Open-

Air Library consistently ranked last in both weighting methods,

as did Superlocal at third and Upcycle Studios at fourth

places, respectively.

In terms of economic dimension, the Rehafutur House ranked

first in the subjective but second in the objective weighting method.

However, it prevailed in the first place when averaging the results

of the two methods. The objective method awarded leading ranks

to Upcycle Studios and the Circular Retrofit Lab in the economic

dimension. However, the latter was outranked for third by the

former at second when taking the average of the twomethods. Both

the Superlocal and Open-Air Library consistently landed in fourth

and fifth places, respectively in the economic dimension in both

weighting methods.

Finally, in the social dimension, the Open-Air Library tied with

the Rehafutur House for first place under both weighting methods,

with the last spot going to the Upcycle Studios. In the social

dimension, the Superlocal and Circular Retrofit Lab projects were

outranking each other in the second and third spots depending on

the weighting method. However, in the average of both methods,

the Dutch project ended up having more social sustainability

compared to the Belgian project.

In the Delphi method, where experts were asked to weigh

the criteria, it was also worth noting that three out of the five

experts (60%) would weigh the criteria for the TBL equally in the

absence of project information, particularly for the environmental

and social dimensions; and two out of five experts (40%) for the

economic dimensions.

5. Conclusion and limitations

The main research question of the study is to determine

which of the selected EU projects achieved a balance between the
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TABLE 6 Comparison of project rankings per weighting method.

Three sustainability Circular Open air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimensions Project Superlocal Retrofit lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 4 2 5 1 3

Direct rating 2 3 5 1 4

Ranking (average) 3 2 3 1 3

Rank sum 3 2 4 1 3

Rank exponent 3 2 2 1 3

Rank reciprocal 4 2 4 1 3

Pairwise comparisons 3 2 4 1 4

Delphi 3 2 5 1 4

Average subjective 3 2 4 1 4

Objective methods

Mean weight 3 2 5 1 4

CRITIC 3 2 5 1 4

Average objective 3 2 5 1 4

Overall average all methods 3 2 5 1 4

Environmental Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 3 2 4 1 3

Direct rating 1 2 4 1 3

Ranking (average) 3 3 4 1 2

Rank sum 3 2 5 1 4

Rank exponent 3 4 2 1 1

Rank reciprocal 4 3 5 1 2

Pairwise comparisons 3 1 5 2 4

Delphi 3 2 5 1 4

Average subjective 3 2 4 1 3

Objective methods

Mean weight 3 2 5 1 4

CRITIC 2 1 5 3 4

Average objective 3 2 5 2 4

Overall average all methods 3 1 5 2 4

Economic Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 4 3 5 1 2

Direct rating 4 3 5 1 2

(Continued)
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Economic Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Ranking (average) 4 2 5 1 3

Rank sum 4 3 5 1 2

Rank exponent 3 2 5 1 4

Rank reciprocal 4 2 5 1 3

Pairwise comparisons 4 2 5 1 3

Delphi 4 3 5 1 2

Average subjective 4 3 5 1 2

Objective methods

Mean weight 3 2 4 1 1

CRITIC 4 3 5 2 1

Average objective 4 1 5 2 1

Overall average all methods 4 3 5 1 2

Socials Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 2 2 1 1 3

Direct rating 2 3 1 1 4

Ranking (average) 3 2 1 1 4

Rank sum 3 2 1 1 4

Rank exponent 3 2 1 1 4

Rank reciprocal 3 2 1 1 4

Pairwise comparisons 3 2 1 1 4

Delphi 2 3 1 1 4

Average subjective 2 2 1 1 4

Objective methods

Mean weight 2 3 1 1 4

CRITIC 2 3 1 1 4

Average objective 2 3 1 1 4

Overall average all methods 2 3 1 1 4

Source: Authors’calculations.

Bold values mean the average ranking of each project for subjective methods, for objective methods, and for both methods.

environmental, economic, and social objectives of sustainability

and circularity in CDI. This represents the decision-making

goal for which different criteria were used, and the projects

could be considered as alternatives that the decision-maker is

evaluating. As is normally experienced in MCDA, the weighting

methods matter in the final ranking or evaluation of alternatives,

or as in this study’s case, the outcome of project success in

balancing sustainability dimensions of environmental, social, and

economic objectives. While it may be important for decision-

makers and applied researchers to consider objectivity in weighting

decisions, the computational comparisons indicate that results

arising from the use of subjective weighting methods, which

are simple and measure-friendly, do not differ significantly from

objective weighting methods that are mathematically rigorous

and data intensive. As such, subjective weighting methods still

conveniently capture similar results, at least for the highest

and lowest ranking projects in this study. For the other

projects in between, where rankings are so close to each

other and are interchanging depending on the subjective or

objective approach used, a compromise is to average the results
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TABLE 7 Comparison of project rankings per weighting method by sustainability dimension.

Three sustainability Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimensions Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 4 2 5 1 3

Direct rating 2 3 5 1 4

Ranking (average) 3 2 3 1 3

Rank sum 3 2 4 1 3

Rank exponent 3 2 2 1 3

Rank reciprocal 4 2 4 1 3

Pairwise comparisons 3 2 4 1 4

Delphi 3 2 5 1 4

Average subjective 3 2 4 1 4

Objective methods

Mean weight 3 2 5 1 4

CRITIC 3 2 5 1 4

Average objective 3 2 5 1 4

Overall average all methods 3 2 5 1 4

Environmental Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 3 2 4 1 3

Direct rating 1 2 4 1 3

Ranking (average) 3 3 4 1 2

Rank sum 3 2 5 1 4

Rank exponent 3 4 2 1 1

Rank reciprocal 4 3 5 1 2

Pairwise comparisons 3 1 5 2 4

Delphi 3 2 5 1 4

Average subjective 3 2 4 1 3

Objective methods

Mean weight 3 2 5 1 4

CRITIC 2 1 5 3 4

Average objective 3 1 5 2 4

Overall average all methods 3 2 5 2 4

Economic Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 4 3 5 1 2

Direct rating 4 3 5 1 2

(Continued)
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TABLE 7 (Continued)

Economic Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Ranking (average) 4 2 5 1 3

Rank sum 4 3 5 1 2

Rank exponent 3 2 5 1 4

Rank reciprocal 4 2 5 1 3

Pairwise comparisons 4 2 5 1 3

Delphi 4 3 5 1 2

Average subjective 4 3 5 1 2

Objective methods

Mean weight 3 2 4 1 1

CRITIC 4 3 5 2 1

Average objective 4 1 5 2 1

Overall average all methods 4 3 5 1 2

Social Circular Open Air Rehafutur Upcycle

Dimension Project Superlocal Retrofit Lab Library House Studios

Weighting methods Country NL BE DE FR D

Subjective methods

Point allocation 2 2 1 1 3

Direct rating 2 3 1 1 4

Ranking (average) 3 2 1 1 4

Rank sum 3 2 1 1 4

Rank exponent 3 2 1 1 4

Rank reciprocal 3 2 1 1 4

Pairwise comparisons 3 2 1 1 4

Delphi 2 3 1 1 4

Average subjective 2 2 1 1 4

Objective methods

Mean weight 2 3 1 1 4

CRITIC 2 3 1 1 4

Average objective 2 3 1 1 4

Overall average all methods 2 3 1 1 4

Source: Authors’ calculations.

Bold values mean the average ranking of each project for subjective methods, for objective methods, and for both methods.

of the different subjective techniques to determine a more

justifiable outcome. This conclusion, though, is not meant to

underplay efforts to objectify weighting methods that lend more

credence to scoring and ranking results and are, therefore,

more justifiable.

There are also overlaps in the criteria for sustainability

dimensions as borne by the construction and building experts

who participated in the Delphi method, where additional criteria

were suggested but are covered or implied by the existing list of

indicators. Cases in point are the inclusion of ozone depletion

potential, which is implied in GHG emissions; responsible sourcing

materials, which is covered by the use of biotic materials;

and eutrophication and acidification potentials in water bodies

that fall under land use. Categorization of certain criteria is

also problematic as they could appear in two of the TBL

dimensions. For instance, changes in consumption or demand

patterns (responsible consumption) are sometimes grouped under

social or economic dimensions. Some indicators are claimed

to be redundant, like stakeholder participation and community

involvement, so reading the descriptions and definitions of the
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indicators is crucial before any even weighting and scoring

procedure can commence.

The study is limited by the lack of raw information

from the projects to properly conduct the other objective

weighting methods. Actual or estimated numbers on carbon

emissions and water use, solid waste reduction in tons,

employment or jobs created, the savings on maintenance

costs and residual values, suppliers and other stakeholders

consulted, training and workshops conducted were not

available. Many indicators as well are not prone to these

quantifications such as preservation of cultural heritage,

embodied energy and pollution, or change in consumption

patterns. The collection of this raw project information will

help measure weights objectively using standard deviation or

variance procedures.

Caution should also be taken to generalize project success

by nationality as the choice of projects could have affected

the results. A better project from a country could have been

selected to tilt the results. As weighting methods belong to the

methodological realm of determining balance in achieving the

triple bottom line, it must be noted that the balance of the

sustainability dimensions for projects in the CDI sector also

depends on several antecedents, such as (1) the circularity policy

at the national, municipality or regional levels; (2) the stages

of circularity the project is addressing in the waste hierarchy

or circularity ladder framework; (3) building design principles;

and (4) the life cycle phases of the construction industry.

These antecedents were explored and described in a separate

article.18
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